Chipboard Cut to Size
Product Name：Furniture chipboard cut to size
Laminated chipboard Features
Yueshan manufacturing Melamine Faced Chipboard cut to size lumber
furniture components for the Kitchen, Nightstand, Bath and Institutional
Cabinet market. Our fabrication experience makes a wide selection of Particle
board cut to size furniture part possible. With chipboard cut to size, you may
use our capabilities to develop your various purposes business without the
expense in additional gear. We will be the perfect outsourcing partner.
Chipboard cut to size benefits
We utilize advanced CNC technology to cut the chipboard to your customer’s
size and specifications. We've multiple places with redundant features to
make sure we can service all clients when the timing is usually of the essence.
Among the benefits of cut to size panels is merely the vast selection of things
we can perform for multiple industries.
Utilization of particalboard
Furniture: furniture that's decorated with particleboard during decoration, for
example chairs, cabinets, etc.
Wall surface: It's also present with use wallboard straight to make wall
decoration materials. Particleboard is much more common in public places
decoration, and you will find many application cases for home decoration.
Top surface: Particleboard may also be used directly like a ceiling material.
The decoration effect is natural and delightful.
Floor: When decorating the ground, additionally to presenting flooring,
flooring and cement, you may also use particleboard directly to produce a
natural artistic feel.
Door: Particleboard may be used directly to help make the entire door
Stairs: There are lots of individuals who be worried about particleboard like a
face material, which might easily break or produce burrs. However,
particleboard is really used directly for stair steps.
Other: If you would like, the entire house can be created using particleboard,
including not just the inside decoration of the home, but the building
structure of the home.

Particle board cut to size services supplier- Yueshan
Yueshan specialize in engineered wood, melamine MDF, plywood and
chipboard cut to size and other furniture OEM service. The company covers
an area of over 120,000 square meters. After years of development, it has
formed a high-quality professional team. With different mechanical production
lines, we have won the trust of customers with stable quality and best service

